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An artistic collection of more than 50 drawings featuring unique, funny, and poignant foreign words

that have no direct translation into English. Did you know that the Japanese language has a word

toÂ express the way sunlight filters through the leaves of trees? Or that thereâ€™s a Finnish word

for the distance a reindeerÂ can travel before needing to rest?Â Lost in Translation brings to life

more than fifty words thatÂ donâ€™t have direct English translations with charming illustrationsÂ of

their tender, poignant, and humorous definitions. OftenÂ these words provide insight into the

cultures they come from,Â such as the Brazilian Portuguese word for running your fingers through a

loverâ€™s hair, the Italian word for being moved to tears by a story, or the Swedish word for a third

cup of coffee. In this clever and beautifully rendered exploration of theÂ subtleties of

communication, youâ€™ll find new ways to express yourself while getting lost in the artistry of

imperfect translation.
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A New York Times bestseller."...a fantastic collection of words without English counterparts." --

Entertainment Weekly"...a collection of words you never knew you needed before." -- Huffington

PostÂ  Â  â€œâ€¦ will make you think, laugh and discover situations you never knew there was a

word for.â€• â€“ ELLE CanadaÂ â€œCharming illustrations and sheer linguistic delightâ€•Â â€“Â Maria

Popova,Â Brain PickingsÂ 

ELLA FRANCES SANDERSÂ is a twenty-something writer and illustrator who intentionally lives all



over the place, most recently Morocco, the United Kingdom, and Switzerland. She likes to create

books with real pages while drawing freelance things for charming people, and she is not afraid of

questions or bears. You can find her at ellafrancessanders.com.Â 

As the title says, there are some words than can't be fitted into a one word definition in any

language but their own. This book provides a delightful assortment of such treasures. The selection

is terrific (most of these are really interesting words), the (multiword) definitions are illuminating, and

the pictures are charming. A few of the words are moving into my permanent vocabulary: how about

"kummerspeck" (weight gained from emotional overeating), or "komorebi" (sunlight shining through

leaves)?

I was a little disappointed in the quality/content. I had higher hopes after reading some of the other

(rave) reviews. It's okay. Functions as a mediocre coffee table book. Would not recommend.

It is a good idea for a book. However several defects. The calligraphy is not very good, it could have

been better. It would have been nice to have some history of the words, set the environment,... All in

all I wouldn't recommend it.

I like this little book. Most of the words seemed to come from the Word Porn site, which is actually

fine by me. I learned most of them there, and I bet the author of this book did, or is related to Word

Porn in some way.This is not a reference book - it is the kind of book you read like you might read

easy poetry. Poetry with pictures. Just browse through it on a casual basis and be delighted by what

you run into.

Absolutely love this book. Forget how I heard about it, but I borrowed it from the library and decided

I had to have my own copy. Fascinating collection of words from other languages that have no

counterpart in English (but we could use many of these!). Each word has a definition, a comment

about its use, and a fun illustration. I'm such a language/trivia enthusiast that I've even been posting

my "Lost in Translation" word of the day on Facebook.

Great coffee table book for those interested in language

I thought the word choices were intriguing, + the illustrations were whimsical charming. In the Kindle



it is frustrating to have to tap each illustration and zoom in to see it better since this book is focused

on the illustrations. I know that's how lots of Kindle books are formatted, so it's not really a criticism

of the book. I would like to see the hardcover version because I think the reading experience would

really be wonderful. Kudos for creating a book that I will re-read often! People who enjoy reading,

writing, and learning about other cultures will love this book.

A total waste of money. Plus author does not tell you how to pronounce these special words!! Ugh!
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